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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Port St. Lucie, Florida, March 1st, 2009

ZERO VOC CLEAR CONCRETE SEALER
Enviroseal introduces a truly Zero VOC
One component clear concrete and masonry sealer
Until recently, contractors and architects that specified or used a zero VOC clear concrete
sealer had to rely on a two component system that is flawed by the end result not being a
truly zero VOC product. In recent years, low and zero VOC products have become
mandatory on numerous construction projects and clear concrete sealers are no exception. A
clear concrete sealer is used to prevent damage to various masonry surfaces by protecting
them from rain, sun, salt, oil, rust, and other types of destruction.
The need for a truly zero VOC ready to use product that is environmentally friendly and
affordable is long overdue and has been achieved by Enviroseal Corporation of Port St.
Lucie, Florida.
“Building with Green Technology is a responsibility we all share”, says Andy Stevens, Vice
President of Enviroseal. “Our latest product, Duraseal ZERO™ is revolutionary in the fact
that it is a high quality waterborne product that is both durable and economical, and best of
all, it is ready to use. Duraseal ZERO™ is a high quality Zero VOC clear concrete sealer that
is excellent for use in residential, commercial, and institutional applications.”
About Enviroseal Corp:
Enviroseal is the manufacturer of environmentally friendly products serving geotechnical
applications and a line of sealers for concrete, roofing, and asphalt surfaces. Since 1995, they
have been recognized as an industry leader in soil stabilization and dust control on civil and
military projects worldwide. With their expertise, they have developed products that are
“Green Rated” and user friendly to produce sealers that treat a variety of substrates. We are
Members of the USGBC and work close with LEED Builders around the country. Further
information is available on their website www.enviroseal.com or contacting them directly at
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